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ABSTRACT
In this review I will attempt to place in context the vast amount of data ob-
tained in the last few years as a result of X-ray, ultraviolet, optical, and micro-
wave observations of RS CVn and similar opectroseopfc binary systems. Since this
topic is new very broad, I will concentrate on the RS CVn systems and their long-
period analogs, and restrict the scope by attempting to answer on the basis of the
recent data and theory the following questions: ( 1) Are the original defining char-
acteristic n still valid and still sdrquate? (2) What is the evidence for discrete
active regions? (3) Have we derived any meaningful physical properties for the at-
mospheres of RS CVn systemet (4) What are the flare observations telling us about
magnetic fields in RS CVn systems? (5) Is there evidence for.syste"ne ` teends in
RS CVn systems with spectral type? 	 +'
I. INTRODUCTION
While the study of close binary systems that we new consider members of the RS
Canum Vensticorm class goes back many decades in time, the recognition that these
systems constitute a well defined clue of objects with common characteristics began
with Hall ' s (1976) review paper published only seven years ago. Subsequently, ul-
traviolet and X-ray observations with the Copernicus, IU9, HEAO-1, and NEAO -2 space-
	
'	 craft, together with microwave and optical otservatione from. the ground have revealed
a vest range of fascinating phenomena that were not 9ntieipated wen seven years ago.
Later reviews by Catalano, yrlslna, and Redone ( 1980), Dupree (1981), gall (1961),
Roden (1903), Bopp (1983), and Catalano (1983) have sumnarfeed such of this complex
	p'	 phenomenology and have presented the generally accepted sterspot model in which
magnetic fields and their Interactions with the ambient plasma are presented to be
	
l	 responsible for the dark starapota in the photosphere and the greatly exaggerated
but solarllke activity occurring In the chromosphere and corona.
In this review I propose to take a somewhat different approach. Instead of
reviewing
 
phenomena per ee. I will ask a umber of basic questions concerning the
	
j .	 RS CVn systems and then attempt to answer these questions by describing the relevant
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ldots and theoretical work on the topic. The purpose to to attempt to place in con-
text the vast amount of data obtained in the put few years from the X-ray to the
microwave region$ of the opectrum. 0t particular concern are the atmasplieric strut-
.	 turns of these stellar systans and the roles played by magnetic fields. I will also
emphasize very recent observations, many of which are not yet published.
II. ARE THE ORIGINAL DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS STILL VALID AND STILL ACEQUATR?
a) Defining Characteristics
Close bluely fears display • vast array of phenomena depending on the spectral
types, mass ratios, and evolutionary status of the component stele, whether one or
,both start fill their Roche lobos, and the proximity of the two stars. In order to
''bring soma order out of this chaos and to define a relatively homogeneous clams of
i	
systems with similar characteristics and phenomena observed In the visible, Roll
(1976) proposed a working definition of RS CVn systems consisting of the three prop-
allies listed below. Are these three defining characteristics still valid?
1. Eloarles with orbital periods of 1-14 days. Hall those these upper and
'lower limits rather arbitrarily on the basis that for the 24 stars, which he felt
have stellar characteristics and thus should he members of the RS. CVn class, the
distribution of periods was such that there were no suspected candidates with pe-
riods of 0.9-1.9 days and 11-17 days. Since the list of known RS CVn binaries keeps
	 -
gloving (Nall [1981) lists 69 umbers), we should question this original definition
and search for a definition that rests on a physical basis. Probably the main char-
, acteristic separating the more evolved (and in general more active) components to
.these systems from single stare of the same spectral type is rapid rotation, a di-
rect consequence of tidally-induced synchronism of rotation and orbital periods.
Zahn (1971) has shown that for stars with convective envelopes, the synchron-
ization time is
2
tsynch r 1Q4^ 2y	 P4 yr	 (1)
where q is the mesa ratio, which is generally close to unity for these systems, and
d	
P is the orbital periods in days. Thus t
synch • 10 8 yr for P - 10 days and 1.6 x
tog yT for P w 20 days when q w 1. Evolutionary considerations then suggest that
q	 subgiants with orbital periods less than 20 days should be tidally synchronous, and
thus rapid rotators and ective,stars as is indeed the case. A veil-known nonsya-
A	 cbronous system, A And (GO 11I-IV + 1), with Porb ' 20.3 days and Prot - 54 days
'	 confirms this argument. Thus a natural division between R8 CVn system and the
v •^^	 so-called long period RS CVn systems is about 20 drys, not 14 days to originally
..,^	 suggested. The proper short period cutoff to the RS CVn Class is unclear at this
+u	time, but it lens reasonable to exclude Contact binaries aueh so the W DHa systems
(Dupree 1983) on the basis that they exhibit somewhat different properties, such u
0
w '`•	 a common colonel envelope.
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2. Strong Cm II H and K line,,  mission outside of eclipse. Bright H and K
emlesion historically ham been used to identify new embers of the RS CVn class be-
cause these mission festurra stand out against the relatively weak photoapherlc
continuum and photoapherlc Ca II absorption line wings even at relatively low dis-
persion. Ropp ( 1983) has tabulated Ca II surface fluxes for 19 95 CVn systems,
which are typically 2-20 times that of the quiet Sun. the Ho line is a pure mie-
afon feature in only the moat active systems (e.g. HR 1099, UK Art, It Peg, and
IM No), and appears as n filled-in absorption feature in the other systems. while
one can subtract the Hm profile of a standard single star to obtain a net No mfe-
don profile (e.g. Fraquelli 1982), this is not a simple .techniquep thus filled-tn
No absorption should not be a defining characteristic for these systems. Enhanced
ultraviolet emission lines ( e.g. Dupree 1981) and X-ray luminosity (Charles 1983)
are common properties of theme systems and could be used as defining spectral char-
acteristics, but it Is not yet feasible to search large numbers of *term for these
features. On this basis, It seems reasonable to continue to ume bright H and K line
emission as a defining characteristic, but we should . recognize that the strong Ca II
line mission is only one indicator of the enhanced nonradistfve heating rate, which
Is the physical basis responsible for this defining characterfacic.
3. The hotter star is of spectral type P or C and luminosity else@ V or IV.
If we adopt Porb - 20 days me defining the long period cutoff of the RS CVn group,
the only system that are ince 'nsistent with this definition (Hall 1981) are single
line spectroscopic binaries for which the other component to unknown. Three are
luminous systems with periods of 17-20 days (o Gem, S And, and V350 Lc) and the
other is II Peg (Porb - 6.7 days). What are the secondary components in these eye-
Case? Are they less evolved *Cars close to the min sequence as is generally the
case for RS CVn systems, or could they be white dwarfs as in V471 Tau, but cooler?
b) Nondeffning Characteristics
Hall (1976) also lists 15 additional characteristics that appeared to be valid
for most but not all of the systems for which he had data at that time, and thus
were not suitable an defining characteristics. I would like to comment on several
of thtse.
1. The Cs II H and K emission is from the cooler star (or both ) . This is Ben-
*rally true for the RS We systems, but it is important to recognize that the hotter
star is often also quite active, and when the orbital velocity separation of a spec
true is large the contribution of the hotter star is often apparent In high resolu
Clan spectra. For example, Simon and Linsky (1980) detected Mg II h and k mission
from the C5 V star In UK Art about 1/5 as strong as that of the KO IV star. But
since the radius of the KO IV star is about twice that of the C5 V etas, the Mg II
surface fluxes of the two stern, indicative of the general activity level, are Simi-	 j
let. The long period Capella system (C6 III + F9 III, Porb - 104 day*) is a clear
exception in that the earlier type *tar is the predominant emitter (Ayres and Linsky
_ i^',t(^wan
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1900; Ayres, Schiffer, and Unsky 1983), presumably because the P9 III star is a
rapid rotator whereas the 06 III star In not. In some sense this exception proves
the rule since for synchronous systems the move evolved (i.e. cooler) star hoe a
larger radius and is thus the more rapid rotator.
2. A rave-like distortion in the optical light curve is detected outside of
eclipse. This characteristic is now deemed fundamental a it indicates the presence
of dark starspots (e.g. Eaton and Hall 1979) that migrate in phase (Catalano and
Redone 1974), are cool (Vogt 1979; Ramsey and Notiona 1980), and are presumed to be
=,40ettc in character by analogy with sunspots. This tat point is critical because
strong magnetic fields presumably underlie all of the interesting activity seen in
RS CVn systems, yet rapid rotation makes it difficult to measure the magnetic fields
directly by the Zeeman affect. To my knowledge the only direct measurement of a
magnetic field Is the measurement of a field of 1290 S 320 Cause covering half the
visible surface of A And (Cismoops, Golub, and Horden 1983). It is important that
this work be extended.
3. RS CVn systems are detached binaries with mass ratios close to unity. To
my knowledge the only exceptions to this statement are RT Lac and SZ Pse, which are
semidetached systems, and the single line spectroscopic systems for which the mess
ratios are unknown. Popper and Ulrich (1977) have celled attention to the interest-
ing evolutionary status of the RS CVn systems. They point out that binaries develop
RS CVn characteristics when one or both stars enter the Hertraprung gap and develop
convective envelopes. The tidal synchronism mechanism will halt the rapid loco of
rotational velocity when Prot " Porb, so that the KO IV and KO III cool stars In
thsie systems have equatorial rotational velocities of 40-60 km a-'  instead of 2-5
km i l (Cray 1982). This combination of rapid rotation and convection presumably is
responsible for the efficient generation of strong magnetic field s
 by dye'umo proces-
ses that results in the IS CVn phenomena. For war systems there is no evidence
for streams, tidal distortions, or reflection effects, consistent with the detached
geometry.
III. WHAT IS THE EVIDENCE FOR DISCRETE ACTIVE REGIONS?
a) Chromospheres and Transition Regions
RS CVn systems have been monitored extensively in the He line (see gopp 1983
for a detailed review), but these date exhibit no evidence for active region* cor-
related with starspots. For example, Ramsey and Nations (1980) observed stronger He
• ^	 emission in IM 1099 at a phase near spot maximum (photometric minimum) then at spot
s	 minimum, but they did not monitor ,for flares at that time. In an extensive study of
HR '1099 during 1977-79, Doreen at al. (1981) monitored the He line with narrow bend
°, ^•;,	 photometry. They detected strong net minion in HY with large nightly variations,
qo
	but no correlation with photometric phase even though the photometric wave shoved
a large amplitude at that time. They concluded that the variable HY net flux indi-
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0Fig. 1. A scale drawing of the
AR LSCertae system. The line
of sight at a given phase Is
found by lining up the phase
Indicated on the outer circle
with the center of mass. The
solid line to the Roche sur-
face; the dashed lines sur-
rounding the K star Indicate
the inner and outer radii (t.5
and 2.0 Rk) of the extended
component of the K star Corona.
Crudely indicated are the loca-
tion and extent of the observed
chromospheres and coronae.
Rote that the extended compo-
nent of the K star corona ex-
ceeds the Roche radius (from
Walter, Gibe.- •^A a ... . 1oaaN.
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Gated flaring rather than the presence of active regions. Similarly, Fraquelli
(1982) also detected variable 11e net flux from 11R 1099 that correlated with the
microwave radio flux, a good indicator of flaring. When she removed from the data
set those observations taken during flares, she also fiend no correlation of 1b
emission with photometric phase.
There art fever observations of RS CVn systems in the Ca TI M and X lines, but
theme data do provide some evidence for active regions correlated with the star
spots. For example, Weiler (1976) observed six systems in the Ca TI lints and 16.
The data are sparse, but the Ca II emission equivalent widths appear to strengthen
at photometric minimum for RS CVn itself, consistent with the hypothesis that chro-
mompheric active regions cluster above starspots. Weller's observations of OX Art
and Z Not are also marginally consistent with the above hypothesis.
The connection between active regions and storspots became clear only with ob-
servations by IM The first such evidence by Rudono. Romeo, and Strattuls (1980)
In based on low dispersion Mg If fluxes of II Peg (K2-3 V-IV + 7). Subseg3ently,
galiunas and Dupree (1982) observed 1 And at photometric maximum and minimum tYith
IUK. They detected transition region line (e.g. C II, C IV. St IV) emission 30-505
brighter, and the Ca II lines brighter, at photometric minimum than at maximum, but
for some unexplained reason the Mg II line fluxes were nearly unchanged. Also the
Ca II lines have different asymmetries, suggesting that the flows are different on
the two hemispheres. Walter, Gibson, and Saari (1983) observed Ar Lac (C2 IV +
KO IV) with 113E at egress (phase 0.053) from primary eclipse (KO 1 41 star to front)
and at quadreture (phase 0.256). These data (see Pigs. 1 and 2) show the Mg II flux
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Fig. 2. High-resolution observations of the Mg II resonance lines for AK tac during
agrees from primary minimum (thin lines) and at quadrature (thick lines).
Approximately half of the G star to visible at this stage of egress. Note
that although the G star is the one eclipsed, It produces the approximately
constant bluevard component while the K star shove a dramatic change (hav-
ing remalned unocculted). The flux ratio of K to G star is 211 at quadra-
ture, 101CAt09 the G star actually has stronger surface flux here (from
Walter, Gibson and Usti 1983).
attributable to the G2 IV star unchanged, but the Mg II flux attributable to the
KO IV star a factor of two larger at quadrature. They argued that the date are
consistent with an active region (visible in both observations) above the spot group
on the G2 IV star producing the photometric minimum at phase 0.25, and an active
region on the KO IV star In view only during the quadrature observation.
Two sets of I0K high resolution spectra with the short wavelength camera Indi-
cate the presence of compact active regions by changes in the line Integrated fluxes
and eentroid velocities. In the first data set, Ayres and 6lnsky (1982) observed
HA 1099 (GS IV +.KI IV) at opposite quadrotures (phases 0.21 and 0.76). They found
that at photo 0.76 the transition region lines (e.g. C It 1336 A and C IV 1548 A)
are brighter and displaced +40 ko a 1 relative to the K1 IV star velocity, Indicat-
Ing an active region near the receding limb of the KO IV star at this phase but on
the beck side of the star at phase 0.21. This would put the central meridian pas-
sago of the active region at phase 0.6 In June 1980, but photometric minimum In 1979
occurred near phase 0.95. Thus the connection between spot and active region 1a not
clear for this observation.
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A better example is the high resolution spectra of o Gem (Rl III + 7) obtained
at phase@ 0.53 and 0.58 by Ayres. Simon, and Linsky (1984). They found that the
tranmition region line s were both stronger and blue -shifted at phase 0 . 53 compared
to phase 0.58, consistent with an active region on the receding limb at phase 0.53
but over the limb at phase 0.58. Since sterspot group 3 (see Tried at a1. 1983) was
also on the receding limb at phase 0.53, the spatial connection of the active region
and a spot group Is indicated by these data.
The clearest example yet of the spot-active region connection is the October
1-7, 19el IUE monitoring of II Peg. In this program, Marstad at &1. (1982) found
that the ultraviolet emission line flux to well correlated with photometric minimum
(see Fig. 3). In particular, all the emission lines rise sharply at phase 0.45 and
o.• ff
„4 e
Fig. 3. Lower Panelt Integrated emission line fluxes for I1 Peg obtained In October
1981 by Mar@tad at al. (1982). Note the rapid time in flux near phase 0.45
and rapid fall near- phase 0.95 Indicating the rotational modulation of a
t compact active region across the disk. Upper Panel: photometric variation
obtained with the FES simultaneously with the IOE spectra.
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fall sharply at phase 0.95, indicating a rather compact active region. The much
larger rise of the transition region Sines (a factor of five) compared to the chro-
mospheric lines (less than a factor of two) is consistent with the difference be-
tween the spectra of solar active and quiescent regions. Marstad (1983) used these
data to locate the active region on the stellar surface and compared this active
region with the location of tM two spot groups he derived from the ME optical
light curve, which is similar to the 1976 light curve and spot group positions de-
rived by bopp and Noah (1980). Marstad placed the active region near the leading
edge of the larger spot group (see Pig. 4), and concluded that its area is no larger
than 62 of the visible hmatephere, compared to the spot area of 25-30% of the visi-
ble hemisphere.
This result is remarkable to say the least. Whereas solar active regiuns are
much larger than the photospheric spots they overlie, the situation is reversed for
11 Peg. Second, the sell active region nire implies that the active region surface
fluxes for the transition region lines must be very large as indicated by Table 1.
For an assumed surface covering factor of 0.06 0
 the maximum value indicated by
Marstad, the C 2V surface flux is 4200 time the quiet Sun value and the C IV 1550 A
lines carry 0.1% of the total stellar luminosity per unit area. These extreme
Fig. 4. The location of the two spot groups (smell circles) and the active region
,'^..^. c • j	 (solid black) derived by Marstad (1983) from the optical photometry and
emission line flux versus phase observations of I1, Peg in October 1981.
Vq
	
Note that the active region overlies a wall portion of the larger spot
e.	 group.
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Table 1. Active Region Surface Fluxes
Assumed Surface FC lV(active region) FC IV(active region) FC lV(active region)
Covering Factor (ergs co-2 @-I) FC lV(quiet Sun) ibol
1.00 1.7 x 106 2.6 x 102 7.3 x 10-5
0.06 2.8 x. 107 4.2 x	 101 1.2 x 10-3
0.02 8.3 x 107 1.3 x 104 3.6 x IO-3
values point out the necessity for deriving active region areas and the folly of
describing RS CVn chromospheres and transition regions by one-component theoretical
models.
b) Coronae
I now consider the evidence for discrete active regions In the coronae of
RS Cvn system based on observations with .he Einstein X-ray observatory. The most
important eat of observations has been obtained by Walter, Gibson, and Rases (1983)
of AR Lac during a total primary eclipse (KO IV star in front at phase 0.0) , ai(d, a
annular secondary eclipse (C2 IV star In front). The geometry for these eclipses is
show in Figure 1. Eclipses are powerful probes of coronal X-ray brightness distri-
butions and thus the location of active regions since each position In the corona Is
covered and uncovered during each eclipse.
From theme data Walter at al. found that the 02 IV star contributes 402 of the
total X-ray flux. Its corona has a s pell scale height (-0.02 Re) and is located
primarily over the spot group, which In near phase 0.25 (see Fig. 1). The KO IV
star exhibits a more complicated coronal structure with a geometrically thin com-
ponent (scale height -0.02 Re) located primarily at tw longitudes and with an ex-
tended component (scale height -Re) located over one hemisphere. In additl+ pn, the
IPC spectral height distribution indicates a two temperature coronal plena, as does
the SSS data (Swank at at. 1981), and Walter et_ a1. argue that the hotter plasm to
in the extended component. This data set thus points to a correlation of spots and
coronal active regions at least for the G2 IV star, but the extended (hot?) compo-
nent is not connected to any know spot region. Furthermore, the location of hot
plasm far from the KO IV star implies the existence of large loops extending beyond
the Roche lobe of this star and perhaps interconnecting the two stare in the system.
IV. HAVE ME DERIVED ANY MEANINGFUL PHYSICAL PROPERTIES FOR THE ATMOSPHERES OF
RS CVn SYSTEMS?
a 'a:
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a) Chromosphere@ and Transition lesions
In the pest few years there have been at lead four major studies of RS CVn
systems
	 purport to derive the run of temperature, pressures, and density with
height using different spectroscopic diagnostics. In each case the authors solved
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the radiative transfer and statistical equll,lbrium equations for an seemed hosome-
neous, one component atmosphere in hydroat ► tic equilibrium so as to match computed
and observed line fluxes and in most cases line profiles.
	 ror example, Sallunme at
11. (1979) derived chrosompherie models representative of A And and Capella to match
the observed Co II, Ng II,	 and Na profiles, 	 Their best fit models are characterised
by top pressures, appropriate for the base of the transition region, of 1-1.7 dynes
ce 2 .	 Subsequently, Simon and Unsky (1980) derived models for HR 1099 and Us Ari
to match the observed Mg II line profiles,	 fluxes of C II, S1 2I, and St III lines,
aid three density sensitive line ratios.
	 Their best fit models have a top pressure
of roughly 0.5 dynes ca-2 and are inconsistent with a transition region that to
conductively hated.
	 On toe basis of models constructed to match the W profile
of
.
, l And, Nullan and Cram (1982) derived transition region pressures of 0.06 or
0.4 dynes cm 2 depending on the assumed mecroturbul once.
	 Finally, geliunea end
Dupree (1982) proposed transition reglon pressures of 1.3 dynes cm 2 for the
unspotted hemisphere and 1.9 dynes ci 2 for the spotted hemisphere transition
region of A And.beatd on observed C I and C II line fluxes.
These models, based on a range of spectroscopic diagnostics, different RS CVn
eystems, and computed by different groups, are in reasonable agreement with each
other, but are they realistic representations of the seen atmospheric properties
of RS CVn systems?	 It seems to me that they are not, because they ignore what In
likely a fundamental property of the atmospheres of these systems -- extreme inhomo-
genelty.	 If the results for II Peg described above are representative, then most of
S the observed chromespheric and transition region emission originates in one or a few
active regions covering a small portion of the observed hemisphere of the star.
Thus the active region line surface flares could be 10-100 times that of the spatial
average, and the transition region pressures and densities for the active region
correspondingly larger. 	 I suspect, but cannot prove, that the same Is true for
those systase that show little rotational modulation of the UV emission line fluxes,
-. except that in these systems there are several active regions widely distributed in
longitude observed at all phase$. 	 It seams vitally important, therefore, that fu-
ture studies concentrate on determining the active region filling factor and then on
computing models of the active and quiescent regions separately.
	
One way of deriv-
ing active region filling factors Is by rotational modulation studies of systems
'i with simple photometric vaves •of large amplitude, an was the case for II Peg In
' October 1951.	 The second my involves deriving the densities of active regions from
of7 density-sensitive 11ns $.sins when the active regions dominate the observed flux.
b) Corona
Numerous RS CVn systems were detected as X-ray sources by ReAb-I because they
o .f are intrinsically bright (29.4 $ log I,j $ 31.3) and are quite numerous. 	 Walter 
at al. (1980) listed IS sources, and Charles (1983) listed 45 sources detected
by ReAO-1 and Einstein and reviewed their properties.
	 The RSAO-1 data suggested
I
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coronal temperature s of 107 K.	 Assuming this temperature and the Rosner, Tucker and
Vatans (1970) sealing Iw for static loops smaller than a pressure @cote height,
T a 1400 (PL)1/3 (2),
Walter at &1. (1900) outlasted value@ of loop heights ( L),	 fractional filling factors
(f), and number of loops (N) for different stars.	 Clearly Blase quantities depend an
the pressure (P) in the loops, but assuming that for Capella P 	 1.5 dynes cs 2, the
soon transition region pressure, then f a 0.2, N - 100, and L	 2 x loll ce • 0.3 Re.
These loops are large but still only about 0 .03 of the coronal pressure scale height.
Since the IS CVn .systems are bright K-ray sources, Swank at al. (1901) ware able
to observe sewn system and Algol with the Einstein Solid State Spectrometer.	 These
low resolution spactra indicate that all of the system have coronas characterized
by at least 
two
	 a low temperature component with T a 4-0 x 106 K and
log Lx a 30-01, and a htgh temperature component with T a 20-200 x 10 6
 K and log lk
29.1-71 . 1.	 Furthermore,
	 the high temperature components appear to be sore variable
than the low temperature components, end the most widely separated system (Capella)
has the smallest ratio of hijAi to low temperature component luminosity. 	 I will
return to this important point later.
	 They also applied the Posner-Tucker-Vafan n
sealing law (Eq. (2)) with the conclusion that if p,$ 10 dynes ca-2, then L/Re for
the hot coronet component is similar to the binary separation and L /Ra for the cool
coronet component to ,61 Re -
	
Nowever, if P 2 100 dynes 	2 then both components are
relatively compact geometrically.
	 They could not decide between these two scener'los.
The Einstein IPC observations of AR Lc during eclipses provided Wolter at al.
(1903) with the critical  data on the coronal emitting region volumes and locations
needed to derive the loop pressures directly from Eq. (2). 	 Their only assumption
was that the extended component of the KO IV star corona (see Fig. 1) consists pri-
rarily of the but goo detected in earlier SSS observations.
	
Their results, ammo-
. rued in Table 2, indicate that the coronal loop pressures are large (25-140 dynes
cs72), two 	 of magnitude larger than the average transition region pressures
previously discussed.	 This result provides further evidence for the inadequacies of
one component models.	 It is interesting that the II Peg data imply that the active
region surface fluxes are 10-100 times larger than quiescent, which may beconsis-
tent with the AR Lc coronal loop pressures if pressures scale proportionally to the
,. surface flux.	 This point needs further consideration.
Table 2.	 Cormal Loop Parameters for AR lac
p	 ^; Parameter	 C2 IV Star	 KO IV Star	 KO IV Star	 Flaring
(extended component) 	 (inner component)	 Sun
d r !	 100	 25	 70	 140
y. L/Ra
	
0 .02	 2	 0 . 01	 0.01
N	 104	 10	 104	 104
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V.	 WHAT AN TIM FLARE OBSERVATIONS TELLING UO ABOUT MAGNETIC FIELDS IN
IS CVn ,;1TEMST
Flares are highly energetic events in RS CVn systems with time stele@ of hours
^.	 to weeks, much longer than for flares on M dwarf stars like UV Cott.
	 Reviews of
flan phenomena Include discussions of the No data (Bepp 1907), X-ray data (Charles
1981), and radio observations (Gibson 1900, Feldasn 1987).
	 Also there are a number
of Important papers on the very long -lived flare on NR 1099 in February-March 1970
'	 that are Included In the December 1978 Issue of the Atcronomical Journal.
	 Free this
.wealth of den, I would like to cell attention to thou data that prov ide
 
informa-
tion on the geometry, flows, and magnetic field topology of the flaring plasma.
First, Bopp (1981) pointed out that while the Ha line brightens significantly
during flarer, this @minion Is not modulated at the orbital or rotational period.
In other words, the emitting volume Is either large compared to a stellar radium or
the emission occurs in the binary system wall away from either star and perhaps be-
tween the tw stare.
	 The VLSI microwave observations (cf. reld*sn 1981) also point
to emission from a large volume, several tl,. .es the binary separation for the spe-
cific come of the April 1981 flare on NR 5I10.
	 i
Second, there to evidence for mass flows during p ares.	 Bopp (1981) pointed out
that during flares the th line becomes very broad ( -400 km i I during the February-
'	 I	 March 1978 flare on HR 1099) with occasional redward asymmetries.
	 A very important
observation In this regard is a high resolution spectrum of the Mg li lines obtained
by Simon, Llnsky and Schiffer ( 1980) during the New Year's pay .1979 flare on UX Art.
They found the Mg I1 lines to be very asymmetric with wings extending out to 4473 In
0-1,  roughly the *seeps velocity from either star, and Interpreted theme profiles as
	 i
Indicating a mass flow from the KO IV to the GS V star that could occur if the large
flux tubes of the two stars Interact.
	 This hypothesis suggests that RE CVn flares
J
are powered by mstoatle geld annihilation of intanetlet flux cokes an in solar
flares, except that the scale is vastly larger because it to the flux tubas of two
separate aera that are responsible.
	 The long time scales of RS CVn flates could
be a consequence of the large geometrical scales.
	
Furthermore, the large circular
polarization of flare microwave emission (e.g., • Browa and Crane 1978) indicates that
the emission process is magnetic In character.
	 i
I
Third, Uchida and Sakurai (1981), In their theoretical calculations, have shown
qthat the magnetic flux tubes of active regions on both stars in RS CVn systems will
n	 Interact and often Interconnect the two stars.
	
in particular, the strong corona
heating and flares could result from magnetic reconnection as individual n tampon
c ;,'	 I	 drift across the active longitudes of both stars.
	 They Interpreted the low tempera-
es	
^
Y	
ture coronal component	 plasma confined in small loops and the high temperature
Flares. aa
.4;q	
component as 	 confined to loops Interconnecting the two store.	 This picture
a	 is consistent with that proposed by Walter at al. (1981 _
_	 ) for AR Lac on purely obs r-
vationala tr,'	  grounds.
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4 `	 VI. 13 WERE EVIDENCE FOR SYSTEMATIC TRENDS IN RS CVn SYSTEMS NIT" SPECTRAL TYPE7
'	 I would like to conclude this rather selective review by calling attention to
what appears to be a signifl.rant difference between the f9 tit active atatY in
Capella and the XO IV active Steve in typical RS eve oystems like KR 1091 1, 111 R4'1•.
and It fog. Ayr@#, Schiffer and 6lnsky (1983) obtained high dispersion IOE short
wavelength spectra of Capella at three quadraturer and one conjunction. Theme data
confirm earlier work (Ayres and Unsky 1980) that the 19 Tit component has transi-
tion region surface fluxes about 23 tiers brighter than the G6 tIt primary, prauuer
ably because the 79 III star to a rapid rotator (Prot a 8 days) whereas the 06 112
star is a slow rotator. Ayres et^_l, (1983) 3100 found that Capella is a remarkably
`	 noddy ultraviolet &minion line source (to the few percent accuracy of the IDE pho-
tomstry) on time scales of hours to 9 months. In a further study involving 22 ob-
servations over lelf an orbital porlod, Ayres (1963) also found no ultraviolet flux
i
changes at a senatttvity level of <32.
1	
IThis remarkably steady flux from the 19 I11 star in Capella implies either ent-
fotm @minion across the stellar surface or, more likely, a large number of active
i.	 regions well distributed In longitude. by contrast, the KO IV stare In typical
KS CVn systems exhibit highly variable emission line flux indicative of only a few
active regions or only one active region in the previously discussed cos of II Peg
lc October 1981. t summarize these differences in Table 3.
1 believe that these very different properties are not due co different
rotational velocities since the rotational period of the 19 TIT star in Capella
1s comparable to the periods of the XO IV synchronously rotating stare. Instead,
I believe that these differences can be explained by two offectat
Table 3. Comparison of Active Stars in Capella and Shorter Period RS CVn Systems
Property	 Capella	 "R 1099, OX Art, 11 Peg
KO IV - K2 IV
2.8-6.7d
2.8-6.7d
large
rev
up to 1000 o3y
1-3
4-7
common
Active star 79 III
`^•'	 Orbital period 104d
Rotational period ed
IM flux variations <SX
d	
h 
•'0^1 ^^1
4	 1^kc
, r
Humber of active regions large
Radio emission (6 co) <0.2 m1y
tx(hot N(cool) 0.1
a(Ractive 23
flsrin6 never detected
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(1) the Capella [9 III star has a shallower convective cone and thus • such
larger number of convective calla, Also the dynano rnd convective tone velocity
field together appser to generate many rothur than few magnetic active regions,
(2) The separation of the star @ In the Capella system is much larger than to
the shorter period systems. Thus it Is difficult for the magnetic fields of the two
Capella nterm to interact. According to the previous dismission there should be few
.;,f. letes, wsk radio emission, and little hot plasma in the Corona, as is observed.
j The difference betwan Gpella snd the short period system thus strengthens our
1	
;';inclusion that interacting mabiiitic fields are fundamental to explaining much of
the fascinating phenomenology of the R5 C yn systems.
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